Free SPAX Screws
A few months ago I was looking for an inexpensive screw that
wasn’t so difficult to drill in wood. As I have educated
myself in carpentry I realized that every piece that goes into
my finished product is important. The wood screws I had been
using kept stripping and required pre-drilling as well as a
drill bit to counter sink the screw. This can make building a
lengthy production!
I was on Amazon

looking for a new screw and I came across the

SPAX Assortment Kit. For $12 I honestly thought I’d give these
screws a shot. They literally became a game changer in my
building. Here’s why:

THE SPAX® ADVANTAGE
Whether you’re a professional contractor or weekend do-ityourselfer, German engineered / American made SPAX® Multimaterial Construction Screws and PowerLags® offer a wide
selection of premium quality fastening solutions that help
ensure professional results in less time than inferior
imported screws. Often imitated, but never duplicated, the
unique patented features of SPAX® fasteners reflect nearly two
centuries of cold-forming engineering and manufacturing
experience.
1. Patented MULTIhead:
Countersinks screw head flush with material.
2. Patented serrations:
Quicker and easier fastening.
3. Patented 4CUT™ Point:
No pre-drilling, no splitting. Square end divides
fibers.
I have since invested in numerous types of SPAX products. My
favorite are their T-Star screws. My drill bit fits perfectly
into their star shape and makes fastening effortless!

I joined the SPAX family because I knew this was an awesome
product I wanted to be involved with and that I would use for
life. They’ve changed the way I build and they will change the
way you build too! There’s no commitment to try SPAX! Click
here and their team will send you a sample pack so you can
fall in love too!
The cost is efficient, the product is invaluable, and the
customer service is flawless. Join me and SPAX in the next
movement as we “Do it once. Do it Right.”

